Background: Patients with schizophrenia have impairments in social functioning and are readmitted to healthcare institutions frequently. Individuals at ultra-high risk (UHR) for psychosis already present poor social functioning; among those individuals, the conversion rate from the putative prodromal phase to overt psychosis is 20%-30% within 1-2 years. Here, we analyzed the factor structure of self-related variables and neuroand socio-cognitive function, and investigated whether these factors were associated with psychosocial function and prognostic outcome in individuals with recent-onset schizophrenia (ROSPR) or at UHR for psychosis.
INTRODUCTION
Patients with schizophrenia have impairments in social functioning and are readmitted to healthcare institutions frequently. Declining social functioning, a hallmark of schizophrenia, occurs throughout the course of the disorder and may begin even prior to overt psychotic symptoms (1) . Frequent readmission to healthcare institutions affects not only social functioning but also the quality of life of patients with schizophrenia. Understanding the factors associated with impaired social functioning and readmission to a healthcare institution may be crucial to help patients with schizophrenia achieve better quality of life.
Vulnerability factors of patients with schizophrenia include impaired neurocognition and social cognition. Neurocognitive impairment is related to a decline in social functioning, and verbal memory (2) , spatial organization (3), visual memory, and intelligence quotient (4) have been suggested to correlate with social and vocational outcome in patients with schizophrenia (5) . Poor performance on the Wisconsin card sorting test has been suggested as a predictor of rehospitalization in patients with schizophrenia, even after controlling for adherence to medication (5, 6) . Social cognition impairment has also been suggested to be associated with social functioning. Impaired facial affect recognition is correlated with social functioning in patients with first-or multi-episode schizophrenia (7) . There is also a correlation between impaired social perception and role functioning in patients with schizophrenia (8) , and attribution bias has been found to have an effect on social functioning impairment in patients with bipolar disorder and schizophrenia (9) . A recent meta-analysis showed that while overall impairments in social cognition are more strongly correlated with community functioning than impaired neurocognition is, cognitive functioning only explains 25% of outcome variance in patients with schizophrenia (10) . Besides the abovementioned objective cognitive deficits, patients with schizophrenia experience subjective symptoms, including basic symptoms (11) and schizotypy (12) , both of which are suggested to result from deficits in information processing (13) . Previous longitudinal studies suggested that basic symptoms have a negative relationship with social functioning and quality of life in patients with schizophrenia (14) and that schizotypy predicts social functional impairment (15) . One review article suggested that basic symptoms are associated not only with disease itself but also with relapse of schizophrenic episodes; since basic symptoms occur prior to relapse, they are considered an early sign of relapse (16) . Schizotypy is associated with dopamine changes (17) . It occurs in patients genetically prone to psychotic episodes (18) . Therefore, schizotypy may affect schizophrenia relapses (19) and be associated with rehospitalization.
Regarding the protective factors, resilience has been associated with social functioning in patients with schizophrenia (20, 21) . Self-esteem has also been reported to correlate with social functioning in psychiatric outpatients, including those with schizophrenia (22) . Patients with schizophrenia who are less resilient have more frequent and more severe episodes, including rehospitalization (23) . Low self-esteem of patients with schizophrenia is associated with stigma (24) and higher rehospitalization rates (25) .
Ultra-high risk (UHR) for psychosis is a putative prodromal phase when poor social functioning is already present. The conversion rate to overt psychosis is around 30% during the follow-up period (26) . It is important to find the factors associated with social functioning and conversion to overt psychosis in individuals at UHR for psychosis. Declining neurocognitive function has been reported to be associated with social functioning impairment (27, 28) and psychotic conversion (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) in individuals at UHR for psychosis. Neurocognitive functions, such as verbal learning, memory, processing speed, attention, and verbal fluency, predict social functioning outcome in UHR for psychosis (34) . Spatial memory is one of the factors that significantly predict conversion (29, 30) . Working memory and verbal ability deficits are possible predictors of psychotic conversion in initial prodromal states (32) . In line with these observations, working memory, visual memory, and executive function have been included in the psychotic conversion model of individuals at UHR for psychosis (31) . Social cognition, including the theory of mind, is impaired in individuals at UHR for psychosis (35, 36) ; it plays an important role in social functioning impairment (37) and predicts psychotic conversion (31) . Resilience is also an important influencing factor of social functioning in individuals at UHR for psychosis. Individuals with higher resilience present better psychosocial functioning (38) . Conversely, the conversion rate is higher in lowresilience patients (38) . Basic symptoms and schizotypy of physical anhedonia are other predicting factors of conversion in individuals at UHR for psychosis (39) .
As mentioned above, psychosocial functioning and readmission of patients with schizophrenia or psychotic conversion in individuals at UHR for psychosis are associated with loss of the ability to form complex and integrated ideas and experiences of the self and others. This ability may include verbal memory, spatial memory, facial affect recognition, theory of mind, attribution style, resilience, basic symptoms, and schizotypy as mentioned previously. In our previous study, we concluded these factors can be categorized as cognitive and selfrelated factors (40) . Cognitive factors include neurocognitive factors (spatial memory, verbal memory, intelligence quotient, etc). and social cognitive functions (facial affect recognition, theory of mind, attribution style, etc). Self-related factors include resilience, self-esteem, basic symptoms, and schizotypy; they can be subcategorized as two levels of self: pre-reflective and reflective levels (40) . These two levels of concept of self were firstly introduced as phenomenological theory for understanding selfexperience. Furthermore, the underlying neural underpinnings of these two levels of self were found to be dissociated from each other. For example, Esslen et al. (41) revealed biological evidence that ventral parts of medial prefrontal cortex were related to prereflective self and dorsal parts of medial prefrontal cortex were related to reflective self. The pre-reflective self is a first-person perspective and minimal level of self; it is also called basic self, minimal self, or ipseity (41) . This aspect is a result of direct and non-reflective experiencing of self. Basic symptoms and schizotypy, such as perceptual aberrations and magical ideation, are measures of the pre-reflective level of self. In contrast, the reflective level of the self is a result of self-introspection and explicit awareness of the self; it is also regarded as the narrative self (42) . Since the reflective self includes all aspects of an individual's personality (42) , self-esteem and resilience can reflect this level of self. Previous studies provided disseminated information of relationships among these aspects with social functioning/readmission of patients with schizophrenia and social functioning/conversion of individuals at UHR for psychosis, but there was no study that integrates and categorizes the cognitive and self-related factors associated with functioning and prognostic outcome. Thus, we wanted to find and construct a proper factor structure of cognitive and self-related factors that is associated with social functioning/readmission of patients with schizophrenia and social functioning/conversion of individuals at UHR for psychosis. This factor structure provides an integrated perspective to understand social functioning/readmission of patients with schizophrenia and social functioning/conversion of individuals at UHR for psychosis.
The aims of this study were to analyze the factor structure of self-related psychosocial variables and cognitive function and investigate whether these factors were associated with social function and prognostic outcome in individuals with recent-onset schizophrenia (ROSPR) or at UHR for psychosis. We hypothesized that i) cognitive function and self-related variables can be categorized into representable factors in all subjects, and these factors contain the characteristics of neurocognitive function, social-cognitive bias, reflective self, and pre-reflective self; ii) these factors are significantly different among the UHR, ROSPR, and control groups; and iii) these factors are associated with psychosocial function at baseline in the UHR and ROSPR groups, with the psychotic conversion rate, and with the (re)admission rate during follow-up in the UHR and ROSPR group, respectively.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
We included 60 individuals at UHR for psychosis, 47 individuals with ROSPR, and 71 healthy controls (HCs) in this study. The HC group was recruited through online advertising between July 2007 and September 2016; subjects with any past or current psychiatric or neurological illness were excluded. The UHR and ROSPR groups comprised help-seeking individuals recruited at the early psychosis clinic (Clinic FORYOU) at Severance Hospital of Yonsei University Health System in the Seoul metropolitan area during the same period. In all subjects, axis I psychiatric disorders were assessed by a trained psychiatrist (K.K.R.) using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-IV) (43, 44) . Individuals at UHR for psychosis were diagnosed according to the criteria of the Structured Interview for Prodromal Syndromes (SIPS) (45) . To be diagnosed with UHR for psychosis, individuals had to satisfy one or more of the following prodromal syndromes outlined in the SIPS: 1) brief intermittent psychotic syndrome (BIPS), which has emerging psychotic symptoms with spontaneous remission in less than 1 week; 2) attenuated positive prodromal syndrome (APS), which has attenuated subthreshold positive psychotic symptoms; and/or 3) genetic risk and deterioration syndrome (GRDS), which is a combination of genetic risk for schizophrenia and recent functional decline. After inclusion in the study, individuals in the UHR group were re-assessed every month for 24 months and at regular outpatient follow-up intervals after 24 months by the psychiatrist-in-chief (A.S.K.) to determine whether the conversion to overt psychosis had occurred. Conversion to overt psychosis was defined when the patient met the DSM-IV criteria for psychotic disorders, including schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, psychotic disorder not otherwise specified, and mood disorders with psychotic features. ROSPR was diagnosed according to the criteria of the DSM-IV using the SCID-IV. At baseline, patients with ROSPR were limited to those who had experienced their first (n = 42) or second (n = 5) psychotic episode within less than 36 months from the first frank psychotic episode. Of the 47 patients with ROSPR, 17 were inpatients, 9 were outpatients with a history of one psychiatric hospitalization, and 21 were outpatients without a history of hospitalization. After inclusion in the study, individuals in the ROSPR group were re-assessed every month for 24 months and at regular outpatient follow-up intervals after 24 months by the psychiatrist-in-chief (A.S.K.) to determine whether psychiatric (re)admission had occurred due to relapse of psychotic episodes.
This study was carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The Institutional Review boards at Severance Hospital reviewed and approved this study. All subjects, or the parents of subjects who were under 18 years old, gave written informed consent to participate in the study.
Measures
Cognitive Variables
We assessed the neurocognitive function of the subjects using a comprehensive neurocognitive test battery, as described in our previous study (28 (54) . The z scores were converted from each neurocognitive test score based on the performance of the HC group (n = 94) (29) . These scores were categorized into five dimensions representing the factor structure determined previously (28): verbal memory, spatial memory, psychomotor speed, attention/working memory, and executive function. Summary scores for each dimension were calculated as the mean of the test scores in that same category. The internal consistencies of these five dimensions of neurocognitive function were good (for verbal memory, Cronbach's alpha = 0.891; for spatial memory, Cronbach's alpha = 0.975; for attention/working memory, Cronbach's alpha = 0.807) in the entire groups of subjects, except psychomotor speed (Cronbach's alpha = 0.635) and executive function (Cronbach's alpha = 0.594).
We assessed social-cognitive bias using the Ambiguous Intentions Hostility Questionnaire (AIHQ) (55, 56) . The AIHQ is a self-report checklist of 15 hypothetical negative situations. The situations vary in intentionality: five are accidental, five are ambiguous, and five are intentional situations. The AIHQ yields scores of hostility, aggression bias, and composite blame bias. The hostility and aggression biases are rated by the rater based on the participant's written response according to the sample scores for each item, provided in the AIHQ scoring form. The composite blame score is the mean of intent, anger, and blame scores. In this study, we only used the hostility and composite blame scores for each hypothetical situation. The validity of each score was good in blame intentional (Cronbach's alpha = 0.840) and blame accidental (Cronbach's alpha = 0.820). Acceptable internal consistencies were found in blame ambiguous (Cronbach's alpha = 0.770), hostility ambiguous (Cronbach's alpha = 0.745), and hostility accidental (Cronbach's alpha = 0.777), except for hostility intentional (Cronbach's alpha = 0.641).
Self-Related Variables
Self-related measures comprised self-esteem [Rosenberg's Selfesteem Scale (57) 
Psychopathology
We assessed symptom severity using the Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS) (64) and the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS) (65) .
Psychosocial Function
We assessed psychosocial function using the HeinrichsCarpenter Quality of Life Scale (QLS) (66) . The QLS is a rateradministered scale with 21 items, each scoring 0-6 points. The result of the QLS reveals the total score and the scores of its four subscales: interpersonal relations, instrumental role, intrapsychic foundation, and common objects and activities (38) . The Korean version of the scale has been widely used in studies of social functioning in schizophrenia (67) .
Statistical Analysis
We used univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) and χ 2 tests to compare the differences in demographic and clinical characteristics among the three groups. In addition, we performed exploratory factor analysis to categorize the measures to establish the factor structure. We applied exploratory factor analysis, not confirmative analysis, due to the absence of factor structure information from previous studies. A scree plot and factors with eigenvalues >1 were used to determine the number of factors. After varimax rotation, items with factor loading ≥0.4 were considered to be significant. Factor scores were derived by weighted sum of each variable score with factor loadings for use in multiple regression analysis. Items with two significant factor loadings were assigned to the factor with higher loading. We compared the factor scores among the three groups using ANOVA and analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with age and education years as covariates, followed by post hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.
We used Kaplan-Meier survival analysis to determine the cumulative rate of conversion from UHR for psychosis to overt psychosis and the (re)admission rate of patients with ROSPR. We used Cox regression analysis to estimate possible predictors for conversion in the UHR group and (re)admission in the ROSPR group.
RESULTS
Subject Characteristics
The demographic and clinical characteristics of each group are presented in Table 1 . The average duration of illness in the ROSPR group was 11.4 months. significant (p < 0.001). High loadings on factor 1 were mainly from AIHQ scores. High loadings on factor 2 were mainly from high physical/social anhedonia and less self-esteem and resilience. High loadings on factor 3 were from all the neurocognitive tests. High loadings on factor 4 were from high magical ideation, perceptual aberration, and basic symptom scores. Considering the high loadings on each of the factors 1-4, they were named social-cognitive bias, reflective self, neurocognition, and prereflective self, respectively.
Factor Analysis of Cognitive and Self-Related Variables
Comparison of Baseline Social Cognitive
Bias, Reflective Self, Neurocognition, and Pre-Reflective Self Factors among the UHR, ROSPR, and HC Groups
There were significant differences among the three groups in reflective self, neurocognition, and pre-reflective self factors, but not in the social cognitive bias factor ( Table 3) . Post hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction revealed that the UHR group had the highest reflective self factor score, followed by the ROSPR and HC groups. The neurocognition factor score of the ROSPR group was significantly poorer than that of the UHR (p < 0.001) and HC (p < 0.001) groups, and there was no significant difference between the UHR and HC groups (p = 0.096). The pre-reflective self factor score of the HC group was significantly lower than that of the UHR (p = 0.004) and ROSPR (p = 0.03) groups, and there was no significant difference between the UHR and ROSPR groups (p > 0.999). Results from ANCOVA with age and education year as covariates revealed a significant interaction between education year and the neurocognition factor (p = 0.014); no other significant interactions were found.
Associations Between Baseline Factor Structure and Qls in the Uhr Group
In the UHR group, SANS score and social-cognitive bias, reflective self, and neurocognition factors were significant determinants explaining 38.0% of the total QLS score variance ( Table 4) . SANS score and reflective self and neurocognition factors accounted for 27.2% of variance in the regression model of interpersonal relations, with statistical significance. Social-cognitive bias and neurocognition factors were significant determinants in the regression model of instrumental role, with an explanatory power of 22.6%. For the intrapsychic foundation, SANS score and social-cognitive bias, reflective self, and neurocognition factors were significant determinants accounting for 46.0% of variance. Common objects and activities of QLS had no significant predictors in the regression analysis. When initial antipsychotics dose was treated as a covariate, the results did not change.
Associations Between Baseline Factor Structure and QLS in the ROSPR Group
In the ROSPR group, SANS score and the reflective self factor were significant determinants explaining 54.4% of the total QLS score, 46.3% of the interpersonal relations score, and 49.9% of the intrapsychic foundations score ( Table 4) . Regression analysis revealed no significant predictors of common objects, activities and instrumental role in the ROSPR group. Treating initial antipsychotics dose as a covariate did not change the results.
Conversion From UHR for Psychosis to Overt Psychosis During Follow-Up and Its Predictive Factors
During follow-up, 13 cases of UHR for psychosis converted to overt psychosis. The cumulative prevalence rate and standard error from Kaplan-Meier estimates was 9.4% ± 4% at 1 year, 18.3% ± 5.6% at 2 years, and 31.2% ± 7.6% at 6 years. The KaplanMeier curve is shown in Figure 1 . Cox regression analysis to evaluate the hazard ratio of each of the four factors revealed that only neurocognition factor score remained significant as a predictor for conversion [χ 2 (1) = 4.009, p = 0.045; hazard ratio, 0.56; 95% confidence interval, 0.31-0.99; p = 0.048]. 
(Re)admission of Patients With ROSPR During Follow-Up and Its Predictive Factors
During follow-up, five patients with ROSPR were (re)admitted to the hospital. The Kaplan-Meier curve is shown in Figure 2 . The cumulative prevalence rate and standard error from KaplanMeier estimates were 2.5% ± 2.5% at 1 year, 10.5% ± 5.0% at 2 years, and 16.1% ± 7.1% at 6 years. Cox regression analysis revealed no significant factor affecting the (re)admission rate [χ 2 (1) = 2.630, p = 0.105].
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we identified a four-factor structure of social cognitive bias, reflective self, neurocognition, and prereflective self in UHR, ROSPR, and HC individuals. There were overall group differences in these four factors between the UHR, ROSPR, and HC groups. Importantly, these factors were found to be associated with baseline psychosocial function in the UHR and ROSPR groups as well as with conversion rate in the UHR group during follow-up. The four-factor structure contained several self-related and cognitive variables. Scores from AIHQ subsets were categorized as one factor named social cognitive bias, which is one of the components of social cognition and a measure of social cognition in previous studies (69, 70) . Among the self-related factors, two distinct factors were found: selfesteem, resilience, physical anhedonia, and social anhedonia contributed to one factor, which we named the reflective self; magical ideation, perceptual aberration, and basic symptoms comprised the pre-reflective self factor. These two distinct factors were compatible with the previous idea of two aspects of the self and the characteristics of each level (41) . Although basic symptoms were categorized as pre-reflective self due to the high loading on the factor (0.759), it also had meaningful loading on reflective self (0.460). This result showed that prereflective sense of self is an important foundation for reflective self, as indicated in a previous study (71) . Four components of schizotypy were split into two factors: physical and social anhedonia in the reflective self factor; and perceptual aberration and magical ideation in the pre-reflective self factor. This finding may be explained by the characteristics of the questionnaires for physical and social anhedonia. Since the questionnaires required the subjects to describe how they feel in the face of hypothetical situations, intrinsic reflective selfhood might be reflected in the result of social anhedonia and physical anhedonia self-reports (72) . The last factor was neurocognition; it included verbal memory, attention/working memory, psychomotor speed, executive function, and spatial memory. These domains constituted five important factors of neurocognition, with differences between the UHR group and the normal control in a previous study (29) . Factor scores differed among the three groups in this study. The social-cognitive bias score was higher in the UHR group than in the other two groups, yet not significantly so. This finding is not compatible with previous findings of bias in UHR (40, 73) and first-episode groups (73) . However, it may be derived from the differences of hostility perception and blaming bias scoring; the AIHQ scoring in the previous study was related to the ambiguous situations, and not to the intentional and accidental ones. On the contrary, in this study, the AIHQ scoring was related to all three types of situations. The reflective self factor score was significantly different among the three groups. Since higher reflective self factor score implies lower self-esteem and resilience and higher anhedonia, the score of the HC group was the lowest of the three groups, as expected. This finding was compatible with previous reports of lower resilience and self-esteem in patient groups (38, 73) . The UHR group showed higher reflective self score than the ROSPR group. This might suggest that individuals at UHR for psychosis experience more negative self-representation, and incomplete compensation occurs after progression toward overt psychosis. The neurocognition factor score was also significantly different among the three groups: the HC group had the highest score, followed by the UHR group and the ROSPR group. This result is in agreement with previous studies showing that patients with schizophrenia present lower neurocognitive function (3, 74, 75) and that individuals at UHR for psychosis already have neurocognitive impairments (29) . The pre-reflective self factor score was significantly lower in the HC group than in the other two groups. Considering the high loadings of magical ideation, perceptual aberration, and basic symptoms of the pre-reflective self factor, the higher scores in the clinical groups were reasonable and compatible with previous studies showing higher basic symptoms and schizotypy scores in individuals at UHR for psychosis (39) . Higher factor scores in the UHR and ROSPR groups are consistent with the concept that the basic symptoms of schizophrenia allow the identification of the earliest-experienced subjective symptoms (76) .
Regarding the psychosocial function at baseline, multiple regression analysis of the four factors and QLS scores revealed the associated and predictive factors of psychosocial functioning. In individuals at UHR for psychosis, the total QLS score was negatively associated with SANS, socialcognitive bias, reflective self, and neurocognition factors. This finding was compatible with previous studies showing that lower social cognition and higher resilience are associated with better psychosocial functioning (37, 38) and that better neurocognitive performance is associated with higher total QLS scores (34) . SANS, but not SAPS, was identified as an important factor affecting psychosocial function in the regression model. Negative symptoms are known to be associated with social functioning of individuals at UHR for psychosis and patients with schizophrenia (77) . QLS subscores revealed correlations between each factor and social functioning, which was compatible with the results of the total QLS score. In the ROSPR group, the total QLS score was negatively associated with negative symptoms and the reflective self factor. This finding was compatible with a previous study showing that high resilience and self-esteem are correlated with better social functioning (20) (21) (22) . Social cognitive bias, neurocognition, and pre-reflective factors were not predictive of psychosocial function in the ROSPR group. However, previous studies had suggested that social cognition (7-9) and neurocognition (2-4) were associated with social functioning. Neurocognition lost power for explaining QLS in the ROSPR group, probably due to its relationship with other highly affecting factors. Previous studies suggested that neurocognition in schizophrenia was related with the symptom domain, especially negative symptoms (78) . Negative symptoms are a key factor affecting social functioning in schizophrenia (77, 79, 80) . Considering previous studies and our results, negative symptoms could play a mediating role between social functioning and neurocognition in schizophrenia. SANS and the reflective self factor accounted for substantial variance of the QLS score; hence, other factors had probably lost their predictive power. Considering the results in the UHR and ROSPR groups, reflective self factor and SANS scores were associated with total, interpersonal relations, and intrapsychic foundation scores of QLS in the same pattern. These results may suggest that the reflective self factor is highly related with psychosocial function throughout the clinical course of schizophrenia. The finding that the pre-reflective factor was not associated with QLS probably indicates that the pre-reflective level of self was less associated with social functioning than the reflective level of self, yet there was not enough previous study about the association between social functioning and the pre-reflective aspect of self.
During follow-up, the neurocognition factor in the UHR group significantly predicted the conversion to overt psychosis in the Cox regression analysis. This finding was compatible with previous studies showing that low neurocognitive performance predicts higher conversion rate in the UHR group (29) . In contrast to previous studies (31, 39) , other factors failed to predict conversion. Among the social cognitive measures, we used AIHQ to measure social cognitive bias; however, previous studies suggested that the theory of mind, among social cognition, was related to conversion in the high-risk group (31) . Including other domains in social cognition would increase the power of predicting the conversion of the UHR group. Therefore, further study is needed. Basic symptoms and schizotypy predicted conversion of UHR to overt psychosis in a previous study; however, in the present study, the pre-reflective and reflective self factors were not significant factors in the regression model. Considering the components of each factor, schizotypy was divided into two levels of self aspect, which can reduce the predicting power of each factor. One study suggested the predictive value of schizotypy; however, among the subscores, only physical anhedonia predicted conversion in the high-risk group (81) . Another study failed to demonstrate basic symptoms and schizotypy as predicting factors for conversion when using combined variables (39) . Further research is needed to determine the different effects of each component for predicting conversion. In the ROSPR group, meanwhile, the four factors failed to establish a statistically significant model to predict (re)admission. In a previous study on rehospitalization of patients with schizophrenia, 19 subjects were rehospitalized; this number was substantially higher than ours (n = 5) (5). Further studies with a larger sample could improve our knowledge about the predictive factors for (re)admission in patients with schizophrenia.
This study had several limitations. First, we could not establish any causal relationships of psychosocial function due to the cross-sectional design of the study and small sample size. A long-term study with a larger sample size could provide more information about this four-factor structure and its possible causal relationships with psychosocial function of individuals with ROSPR or at UHR for psychosis. Second, patients with ROSPR were mostly clinically stable and cooperated with the evaluation at baseline. Therefore, psychosocial functioning and other measures might have been underestimated at the moment of assessment. Subsequent regular follow-up could eliminate underestimation of the measures and increase the explanatory power of the results.
In conclusion, factor analysis revealed an intrinsic four-factor structure of social-cognitive bias, reflective self, neurocognition, and pre-reflective self. The four factors were associated with social functioning in the UHR and ROSPR groups at baseline and prodrome-to-psychosis conversion during follow-up in the UHR group. However, no factor was found to predict (re)admission in the ROSPR group. These findings indicate the clinical significance of the four-factor structure for patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorders, and provide a framework for understanding schizophrenia.
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